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For the purpose of visualizing low-flow as well as high-flow
blood vessels without using contrast agents, we propose a new
technique called a hybrid of opposite-contrast MR angiography
(HOP-MRA). HOP-MRA is a combination of standard time-of-
flight (TOF) using a full first-order velocity-compensation for
white-blood (WB) and flow-sensitive black-blood (FSBB) tech-
niques, which use motion-probing gradients to introduce intra-
voxel flow dephasing. A dual-echo three-dimensional gradient
echo sequence was used to reduce both imaging time and
misregistration. HOP-MRA images were obtained using a sim-
ple-weighted subtraction (SWS) or a frequency-weighted sub-
traction (FWS) applying different spatial filtering for WB and BB
images. We then assessed the relationships among the con-
trast-to-noise ratios (CNR) of the blood-to-background signals
for those three images. In both volunteer and clinical brain
studies, low-flow vessels were well visualized and the back-
ground signal was well suppressed by HOP-MRA compared
with standard TOF- or BB-MRA. The FWS was better than the
SWS when whole-maximum intensity projection was per-
formed on a larger volume including with different types of
tissue. The proposed HOP-MRA was proven to visualize low-
flow to high-flow vessels and, therefore, demonstrates ex-
cellent potential to become a clinically useful technique, es-
pecially for visualizing collateral vessels which is difficult with
standard TOF-MRA. Magn Reson Med 62:450–458, 2009.
© 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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To date, various MR angiography (MRA) techniques have
been proposed using noncontrast enhancement (CE) for
visualizing blood vessels (1,2). MRA techniques are
roughly classified as white-blood (WB) (1–8) or black-
blood (BB) (9–18) techniques according to the contrast
between vessels and the background tissue. The WB- and
BB-MRA techniques, respectively, visualize blood vessels
with higher and lower signal intensities than the back-
ground tissue. In the WB techniques, time-of-flight (TOF)
(3), subtraction (4–7), and phase contrast (PC) (8) methods
have been proposed. The TOF method is a typical example
of a WB-MRA and is most widely applied clinically, espe-

cially in the brain, due to its simplicity and robustness.
TOF-MRA uses the inflow effect so that an artery with a
high-flow velocity close to the inflow part of an imaging
slab is visualized at a higher signal intensity. It is, how-
ever, difficult to visualize turbulent parts of flow, and
peripheral and collateral vessels are not easily visualized.
One subtraction method uses the difference of flow veloc-
ity between two cardiac phases (first introduced as an
MRA method) (4), and another subtraction method is
based on the difference of flow signals between the pres-
ence and absence of flow-rephasing gradients (5–7). How-
ever, as they require two different stages of imaging se-
quences, the acquisition time was twice that of the TOF
method and misregistration artifacts often became prob-
lematic. The PC method can quantify flow velocity but is
only used for special purposes as it requires 4 to 6 times
the acquisition time of TOF-MRA.

In contrast, the BB method can correctly visualize slow-
flow vessels and blood vessel walls. It is also possible with
the BB method to visualize turbulent parts of flow which
are difficult to visualize with the TOF method. A fast-spin-
echo (FSE) method was initially used in a sequence of the
BB method (9,10); however, very slow or recirculating flow
vessels were difficult to visualize without incorporating an
inversion recovery preparation pulse (11,12). In addition,
the BB technique has an additional problem associated
with the processing of minimum intensity projection
(mIP); for example, it is difficult to exclude no-signal re-
gions such as air using mIP with the BB method. Accord-
ingly, BB techniques are currently not very widely used.
Visualizing blood vessels using the WB method can be
relatively easy using, for example, maximum intensity
projection (MIP) (19). Another BB-MRA technique has
been proposed which also enhances susceptibility contrast
(13,14) and is useful for visualizing small veins. It is,
however, not suitable for visualizing arteries. We have
proposed an alternative BB technique known as flow-sen-
sitive black-blood (FSBB), to visualize small vessels using
3D GRE with a motion-probing gradient to introduce in-
travoxel dephasing (15–18). We found FSBB to be very
effective for visualizing smaller vessels, even using ampli-
tude images with a relatively shorter TE than in SWI,
despite its difficulty separating arteries and veins.

The above-mentioned conventional MRA methods have
advantages and disadvantages in both of the WB and BB
techniques, and these techniques are suitably used accord-
ing to their intended purposes. However, it has been dif-
ficult for both techniques to clearly visualize the various
structures of blood vessels. The purpose of this study is to
propose and assess a new non-CE MRA technique that
allows visualization of slow-flow to high-flow vessels
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when the imaging time is comparable to that for TOF-
MRA.

THEORY

The basic idea for visualizing a wider flow range of vessels
is to combine the TOF techniques that are excellent for
high-flow vessels and the BB techniques that are excellent
for low-flow vessels and then to synthesize these two data
sets so as to enhance the blood-to-background contrast to
noise ratio (CNR) without increasing the acquisition time
or the misregistration. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the
principle for obtaining HOP-MRA. When HOP-MRA is
obtained by simple-weighted subtraction (SWS) of the WB
signal (SW) and the BB signal (SB) using scaling factor � as:

SH � SW � �SB [1]

as explained in the Appendix, that is that the ratio of
blood-to-background CNR in HOP-MRA with SWS(CNRH)
to the blood-to-background CNR of WB (CNRW) is gener-
ally given as a function of the contrast of WB (CW), the
contrast of BB (CB), and � as:

CNRH/CNRW � �1 � �CB/CW�/�1 � �2 [2]

The maximum CNRH/CNRW can be obtained when �
� � CB/CW, as:

�CNRH/CNRW�max � �1 � �CB/CW�2 [3]

Figure 2 demonstrates the relationship between the
CNRH/ CNRW and the parameters in Equation [2] and that
for the optimal condition of the Equation [3]. As long as
optimal � can be selected, depending on both vessel con-
trasts, the condition of CNRH/CNRW �1 is always pre-
served. However, this optimal condition depends on ves-

sel size and position in a single subject. When TOF is
applied as a WB-MRA and FSBB is applied as a BB-MRA
on HOP-MRA, the condition of CW�CB is assumed to be
satisfied for smaller vessels; in addition, absolute CW for
larger vessels (where CB/CW � �1) is regarded as suffi-
ciently high. Accordingly, the CNRH is preserved at almost
the optimum level when � is approximately 1.5. This
discussion is, however, adapted for localized areas includ-
ing vessels. We must also consider the issue that back-
ground signals are usually not homogeneous in a single
subject depending on tissue parameters, especially when
dual-echo GRE is used and when MIP processing is ap-
plied to visualize three-dimensional (3D) volume data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pulse Sequence

A dual-echo 3D gradient echo sequence was used to min-
imize both the acquisition time and the misregistration
(Fig. 3). MTC pulses were not used on HOP-MRA to main-
tain the blood-to-background CNR for BB. In the first echo
for TOF, TE1 	 6.4 ms (out-of-phase between water and fat
at 1.5 Tesla [T]) and first-order gradient moment nulling
(GMN) was applied on all three axes to reduce the dis-
placement of the phase encoding artifacts of fast-flow ves-
sels (20). In the second echo for FSBB, one should mini-
mize TE2 to reduce the differences of signal intensity
between two echoes caused by the T2* difference among
different tissues, consider the chemical shift (fat-water)
difference, and also apply flow dephasing gradients of
suitable b-value to enhance low-flow vessels. Phase re-
winder and spoiling gradients were applied after the sec-
ond echo acquisition, and RF spoiling was also applied.

FIG. 1. Schematic of blood-vessel profiles for different sizes of
different slab positions (z) in white blood: WB-, black-blood: BB-,
and hybrid of opposite-contrast: HOP-MRA images. Blood-to-
background contrasts for WB (TOF)- and BB (flow-sensitive black-
blood: FSBB)-MRA, CW, and CB, become respectively positive and
negative. Smaller vessels for FSBB have greater contrast than that
for TOF, especially where far from the leading edge of the inflow
direction and the signal intensities of the backgrounds for WB and
BB are different because of the dual-echo acquisition. The vessel-
to-background CNR for HOP-MRA obtained with a simple-weighted
subtraction (SWS) between WB and BB, usually becomes greater
despite noise enhancement to ��1 � �2� times. See the Appendix
regarding those definitions and derivations.

FIG. 2. a: Relative blood-to-background contrast noise ratio (CNR)
mapping for HOP signal obtained with simple-weighted subtraction
(SWS-HOP) shown as a ratio to the blood-to-background CNR of
WB, (CNRH/CNRW), which is displayed in increments of 0.5 and is a
function of two parameters of scaling � and the blood-to-back-
ground contrast ratio of BB to WB (CB/CW) given by Equation [2]. b:
Maximum CNRH/CNRW as a function of CB/CW given by Equation [3]
when � 	 -CB/CW in Equation [2] corresponding to the profile on the
black line in Figure 2a and CNRH/CNRW at � 	 1.5. The optimal
condition of CNRH is almost preserved when � is approximately at
1.5 in this range as the condition of CB/CW � �1 can be assumed
for smaller vessels in this technique. See Figure 1 and the Appendix
regarding those definitions and derivations.
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There is a trade-off relationship between the TE and the
b-value. In this study, the first TE was fixed to the same TE
as in the routine TOF, and the second TE was selected after
optimizing the b-value by assessing the blood signal in
FSBB.

Image Processing

One of two kinds of image processing was applied to the
original data before MIP; the first was a SWS as shown in
Equation [1]; the second was a frequency-weighted sub-
traction (FWS). In the FWS, different spatial filter opera-
tors, HW for WB and HB for BB, were applied and then
subtracted to reduce the effects of the background signals
and to enhance smaller vessels as:

SH � HW�SW� � HB�SB� [4]

When TOF is applied as a WB and FSBB is applied as a
BB on HOP-MRA, the blood vessels in the BB data have
relatively higher frequency components than those in the
WB data and the susceptibility artifacts in the BB data
have relatively lower frequency components, therefore, a
different filter shape was designed for both the WB and the
BB data. Figure 4 shows the typical shapes of the 1D
positive quadrant of the 3D ellipsoidal-symmetric linear
space invariant (LSI) filter applied to the FWS method
shown as a function of normalized frequency kn given as:
kn

2 	 (kx/Kcx)2
(ky/Kcy)2
(kz/Kcz)2 where Kcx, Kcy, and Kcz

are the respective cut-off frequency in 3D k-space (kx, ky,
kz) given �kx� � Kcx, �ky� � Kcy and �kz� � Kcz when the
acquisition matrix is 2Kcxx2Kcyx2Kcz. In this case, three
different strengths of high-frequency enhancement filters
generated in combination with standard filter and the
high-pass filter for the FWS in 3D k-space, were used in
contrast to the standard filter for the SWS, which has a
uniform gain within a certain range toward the frequency
direction. The same zero-frequency gain of BB for FWS as

SWS, corresponding to �, provides a mutually similar
low-frequency contrast, for example, the FWS for the case
in Figure 4 provides a similar contrast to the SWS of � 	
0.5. In this study, filtering was performed on each magni-
tude image and was then followed by subtraction. The
ratio of the blood-to-background CNR to that of the WB,
that is, CNRH/CNRW, for FWS was derived in the Appendix
together with the SWS relationship.

After obtaining a synthesized image for HOP-MRA on
the original WB and BB images using the SWS or FWS
processes, MIP (19) was performed with (partial-MIP) or
without (whole-MIP) volume selection.

Experiments

Imaging was performed on a 1.5-T whole-body imager
(EXCELART Vantage™, Toshiba Medical Systems). A five-
channel brain coil and parallel imaging with a SENSE
factor of 2 were used. Several techniques for generating
HOP-MRA were compared with standard TOF and TOF
with MTC (MTC-TOF) (23) which are currently in clinical
use. Volunteer and clinical data were obtained according
to the regulations of our institution’s internal review board
after we received written informed patient consent. Typi-
cal parameters for normal volunteer data (Figs. 6 and 7)
were: repetition time (TR) 	 33 ms, echo time (TE: TE1/
TE2) 	 6.4/23.8 ms, flip angle (FA) 	 20°, field of view
(FOV) 	 19 cm, slab thickness 	 7 cm, acquisition matrix
size 	 208 � 256 � 80 (voxel size 	 0.91 � 0.75 �
0.90 mm3), and a double size of a sinc interpolation on
every axis was performed by zero-filling in k-space. The

FIG. 3. Schematic for HOP-MRA sequence designed by 3D dual-
gradient echo. The first echo is for WB (TOF), and the second echo
is for BB (FSBB). First-order gradient moment nulling (GMN) was
applied to all axes in the first echo to minimize the displacement of
vessels. Motion-probing gradients were applied to the second echo
to spoil the flowing spins in the blood vessels.

FIG. 4. Typical shapes of the 1D positive quadrant of the 3D ellip-
soidal-symmetric linear space invariant (LSI) filters for WB (TOF) and
BB (FSBB) in frequency-weighted subtraction (FWS) processing
where the horizontal axis is a normalized frequency with the cut-off
frequency, kn (show text). As the filters for WB and BB are shown
respectively with positive and negative gain, the difference at a
certain frequency corresponds to the gain of the FWS-HOP signal.
Three strengths of filters for BB obtained by weighted summation of
the standard filter Hst and the high-pass filter Hh where the zero-
frequency gain is 0.5, corresponding to half of the filter for WB, are
shown.
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same partial echo of 70% and a bandwidth of 122 Hz/pixel
were used for both echoes to prevent subtraction error. The
technique of inclined RF power toward a slab direction
(ISCE) (22) of 1:2 (bottom:top) was commonly used. In the
pulse sequence for MTC-TOF, a SORS type MTC pulse (23)
of FA 	 400° was added before every RF pulse. The two
encoding gradients differed when first-order GMN was
fulfilled only at zero frequency. Other parameters were the
same as the TOF part of HOP-MRA. Imaging time was
5 min, 28 s for each method. Patient data were obtained
with different parameters due to the gradient and central
processing unit (CPU) performance, as follows: TR 	
34 ms; TE1/TE2 	 6.4/27 ms; FA 	 20°; FOV 	 20 cm; slab
thickness 	 12 cm; acquisition matrix size 	 256 � 256 �
80 (voxel size 	 0.78 � 0.78 � 1.5 mm3); and a double-size
sinc interpolation was only performed on the slice axis.
Other parameters were the same as those used with the
volunteer data. Imaging time was 5 min, 43 s for each
method. To assess the visibility of vessels depending on
the vessel size and MRA methods, blood-to-background
CNRs were measured on different vessels of different sizes,
each vessel being measured with all three MRA methods.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the MIPed or mIPed images and profiles
obtained using TOF-, FSBB-, and SWS-HOP-MRA with
� 	 1.5 for the middle cerebral artery (MCA) region of a
normal volunteer brain. Smaller vessels were well-visual-
ized by HOP-MRA compared with standard TOF-MRA.
Figure 6 shows MIPed or mIPed images obtained using
different MRA techniques with the same receiver gain,
including currently used MTC-TOF. In Figures 5 and 6, the
axial MIP or miP were performed with a thinner slab-
thickness (20 mm), excluding the skull base, to show the
BB image. Figure 7 shows the blood-to-background CNR
for each method in the same data set as Figure 6 where the
background was selected for white matter and the noise
level for different MRA methods was regarded as the same.
The blood-to-background CNRs were obtained on the four
portions of different vessel sizes of MCA, as shown by the
dots on the original slice and the MIP image, including this
slice for the SWS of � 	 1.5. The CNRs for the largest
vessels (MCA-L) of MTC-TOF were the best. Note that the
smallest vessels (MCA-SS) resulted in the negative con-
trast in MTC-TOF and TOF but were enhanced by SWS-
and FWS-HOP.

Regarding the SWS results in Figures 6 and 7, the blood-
to-background CNR of smaller vessels for SWS-HOP-MRA
increased with increasing �, as CB/CW was less than �1 as
the blood vessels became smaller. This observation was
consistent with the theoretical simulation of Figure 2.
However, greater � (�1.5) introduced an increase in the
background signals such as the muscle or fat signals in the
scalp and negative signals (� 	 2) smaller than the air
portion in the brain parenchyma. A choice of � of approx-
imately 1.5 is likely to be optimal if the MIP volume is
within the brain parenchyma.

Regarding the results for FWS in Figures 6 and 7, the
local CNRs for smaller vessels on the original slice were
reduced for the FWS rather than for the SWS, due to the
noise effects induced by a high-frequency enhancement

filter for FWS, as shown in the Appendix. The exclusive
feature for the FWS is, however, to allow smaller vessels to
be enhanced while preserving the similar low-frequency
contrasts of background tissue for a SWS of � 	 0.5 as
demonstrated in Figure 6.

When comparing the various MRA images obtained on
whole-MIP of thicker slabs (Fig. 8), the smaller vessels on
the vertical MIP image by SWS-HOP were better visualized
than those by either MTC-TOF or standard TOF, and the
effects of the background signals in the scalp were minor
when axial MIP without volume selection was used. Al-
though the vessels were visualized sufficiently by SWS-
HOP when the MIP volume was within the brain paren-
chyma, as shown in Figure 6, the susceptibility effects on
BB worsened the visibility of vessels, especially when the
skull base was included in the MIP volume. In contrast,
FWS-HOP dramatically improved the visualization of the
vessels in any MIP direction even when the MIP volume
included the base of the skull, despite SNR reduction in
the intracranial tissue; furthermore, the effects of back-
ground signals on SWS-HOP were reduced by FWS-HOP.
Venous signals visualized by SWS-HOP were reduced
with FWS-HOP, especially in larger vessels such as the
transverse sinus.

In the case of right MCA occlusion without symptoms
(Fig. 9), SWS-HOP could better visualize the smaller ves-
sels in the occluded hemisphere than TOF, although the
scalp signal interfered with those signals even on axial
MIP images due to the thicker slab of 12 cm (including the
top of the head). In contrast, FWS-HOP could visualize
collateral vessels in the area of the occluded MCA even on
MIP without volume selection in any direction.

FIG. 5. MIPed (WB and SWS-HOP) and mIPed (BB) images and
profiles from the first normal volunteer brain with thin slab thickness
(2 cm) for WB-, BB-, and SWS-HOP-MRA with � 	 1.5. Smaller
vessels as well as larger vessels were well enhanced by positive
contrast in SWS-HOP.
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DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that HOP-MRA can contribute to
enhancing the dynamic range of visualizing blood vessels
by combining different pulse sequences of TOF and FSBB
and simple image processing. Regarding the pulse se-
quence for HOP-MRA, using a shorter TE for FSBB while
keeping a sufficient b-value is likely to further improve the
visibility of vessels on HOP-MRA due to the reduction of
dependency on the background signals induced by the T2*
differences of different types of tissue. Regarding the de-
pendency on chemical shift for fat/water, it was better to
select an in-phase TE than the out-phase for the second
echo because the background signals of the fat region on

HOP-MRA was reduced by subtracting the higher signals
of BB. The FSBB technique with suitable MPGs introduc-
ing intravoxel flow-dephasing, highly contributed to the
visibility of smaller vessels on HOP-MRA, as shown in
Figure 7. A b-value of approximately 2 (s/mm2) was suffi-
cient for successful visualization of smaller vessels when
using our imaging parameters. Here, MPGs on all three
axes were applied simultaneously to introduce higher dis-
persion effects while keeping a shorter TE. Thus, the di-
rection of coherent flow may have an effect on the blood-
to-background CNR, especially when quantitative mea-
surements are made. The aliasing effects of the negative
phase in vessels sometimes reduced the blood-to-back-

FIG. 6. MIPed or mIPed images obtained using five different types of MRA techniques from the second normal volunteer brain. Left top row
shows the MTC-TOF, TOF, and FSBB images; left second row shows three different FWS-HOP images, and at right are four different
SWS-HOP images. Here the slab thickness was 2 cm and the zero-frequency gain for the FWS was the same as that for the SWS of � 	
0.5.

FIG. 7. Blood-to-white matter (WM) CNR measured in the same data set as Figure 6. Each was measured in four portions (L, M, S, and SS
toward the peripheral) in the right middle cerebral artery (MCA) and in the straight sinus, as shown by the dots on the original slice of the
slab center. Note that the smallest vessel, that is, MCA-SS, for the TOF shows negative contrast but is enhanced and shows positive
contrast in the SWS and FWS-HOP images.
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ground CNR. It is, however, not likely to be a serious a
problem in MRA used for obtaining anatomic information.
Acquiring data with a single-slab rather than multiple
slabs (24) is better for HOP-MRA in contrast to standard
TOF, which is used to improve the CNR of slow-flow
vessels due to the dominant contribution from FSBB data.
Separate sequence approaches rather than this dual-echo
sequence are also available for WB and BB to obtain HOP-
MRA if motion between the two acquisitions is negligible
or correctable while preserving CNR per unit time. It is
considered that the flow-dephasing effects for the second
data in the previous investigations (4,5) were not sufficient
to allow visualization of small vessels compared with our
technique. It should be easy in 2D acquisitions, just as in
3D acquisitions, to alternate WB and BB in an interleaved
manner, e.g., per slice-encoding. A combination of differ-
ent sequence types, such as steady-state free progression
and GRE, might also be available and the difference in
background signals is likely to be reduced using the FWS
technique. Original sliced images of MTC-TOF generally
cannot be used instead of T1W images as the MTC pulse
introduces a reduction of CNR for tissues of different T1,
as shown in Figure 8. However, HOP-MRA ensures suffi-
cient MRA contrast for major arteries without adding an
MTC pulse as the original blood-to-vessel CNR for such

arteries is sufficiently high, as shown in Figure 6. Avoiding
an MTC pulse in HOP-MRA is rather effective, not only to
reduce the specific absorption rate (SAR) but also to en-
hance T1W contrast of TOF images.

Image processing was very important in HOP-MRA to
visualize the required vessels while reducing the problems
associated with the TE difference of WB and BB obtained
by dual-echo GRE acquisition. Here, two kinds of methods
called SWS and FWS were assessed. When there is tissue
with greater signal than the blood vessel in the viewing
direction while processing MIP, the vessels are invisible
even though the localized blood-to-background CNR is
greater. Tissues with shorter T1 and T2*, such as muscle
or fat, or tissues near bone or air and with greater suscep-
tibility effects, introduce higher signal in GRE-based SWS-
HOP images when � is increased. When partial-MIP
within homogeneous tissue, such as brain parenchyma, is
performed, it is enough to apply SWS by selecting suitable
� to visualize the vessels while suppressing background
signals. The main feature of the FWS technique, compared
with SWS, is to allow the vessels to be visualized even
when using whole-MIP without volume selection due to
the effects of reducing tissue-dependent background sig-
nals by decreasing the low-frequency gain for FSBB. This
feature permits simple automatic processing after acquisi-

FIG. 8. Comparison of different MRA techniques for the third normal volunteer brain. The top row is the single-slice image (center of the
slab), the second row is on axial-MIP, and the bottom row consists of frontal-MIP images, where whole-MIP was performed with a slab
thickness 	 7 cm (thicker than in Fig.5 and Fig. 6), and each imaging time was 3 min, 50 s. The smaller vessels on SWS-HOP were better
visualized than those on MTC-TOF or on TOF, but were disturbed by background artifacts. In contrast, FWS-HOP improved the background
artifacts as well as the vessel visualization even on MIP with a thicker slab.
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tion. As FWS also contributes to reducing the susceptibil-
ity artifacts introduced by longer TE for FSBB. TE may
have to be shortened for higher field MRI so as to reduce
the susceptibility artifacts. The problem of SNR reduction
in FWS is caused by the enhancement of the higher fre-
quency portions by the LSI type filters used for simplicity
in this implementation. This problem, however, will be
solved by using an adaptive type of high pass filter. As
Alexander et al. used a median filter to reduce the back-
ground signal effects in FSE-based (25) or GRE-based BB
images (26), that is likely to be an alternative filter for
FWS-HOP. The problems of viewing vessels with SWS-
HOP are also likely to be solved if an intelligent user
interface is combined with SWS images, i.e., if MIP vol-
ume or scaling � can be selected interactively while check-
ing the MIP images.

HOP-MRA was able to visualize smaller vessels well,
however, major arteries, especially those under the posi-
tion of the Circle of Willis, were only improved in visual-
ization to a slight extent compared with MTC-TOF. This
was due to the weak contribution from those vessels in
FSBB; that is, negative smaller CB/CW was introduced by
tissue such as bone or air surrounding those vessels. In
addition, gradient shapes for GMN in first echo (TOF) were
likely to affect the visibility of turbulent portions, espe-
cially those in the bends of vessels. Further optimization
of GMN is required in combination with first TE, consid-
ering the fat-water phase and to minimize phase-encoding
displacement artifacts (20).

More recently, Du and Jin proposed a dual-echo tech-
nique for simultaneous acquisition of TOF-MRA and
venography (27). Their technique uses first-order GMN for
both echoes and then provides separate images; in con-

trast, our technique uses MPG for the second echo and
then combines two echoes. Our technique also allows TOF
and BB data to be acquired with a relatively short TR and
to use the data separately, although our BB data includes
arteries as well as veins.

Our proposed HOP-MRA technique allows the operator
to simultaneously obtain T1W and T2*W 3D images as
well as 3D-MRA with the same positions and with almost
the same imaging time as MTC-TOF. This feature will
contribute to better total patient throughput and to a re-
duction of the operator’s workload.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a new technique called a hybrid of
opposite-contrast MR angiography (HOP-MRA) technique
and which is a combination of standard time-of-flight
(TOF) and flow-sensitive black-blood (FSBB) methods. We
demonstrated that it can improve visualization of small
vessels compared with the standard TOF and also to MTC-
TOF MRA and without increasing the imaging time. Al-
though further technical optimization and clinical evalu-
ation will be required, we believe that this technique will
provide additional clinical information regarding slow-
flow vessels, such as collaterals, which are difficult to
visualize on conventional TOF-MRA. It also will provide
user-friendly viewing compared with standard BB-MRA
and thus demonstrates excellent potential to become an
alternative technique to TOF-MRA.
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APPENDIX

CNR of HOP-MRA

Here, we consider the CNR of blood vessels when combin-
ing white-blood (WB) and black-blood (BB) images into
HOP-MRA.

First, blood-to-background CNR in a simple-weighted
subtraction (SWS) HOP image obtained by SH 	 SW-�SB, is
derived when CW and CB are the respective contrasts be-
tween two types of original blood signals (SW and SB) and
background tissue signals (SWback and SBback). From the
definition of the problem, CW 	 SW-SWback, CB 	 SB-SBback,
the blood-to-background contrast of the SH image, CH 	
SH-SHback, can be expressed using only the contrasts of the
original images as:

CH � �SW � �SB� � �SWback � �SBback� � �SW � SWback�

� ��SB � SBback� � CW � �CB [A1]

A noise SD of SWS-HOP image, �nH is given using noise
SDs of WB and BB image (�nW and �nB) as:

�nH � ��nW
2 � �2�nB

2 [A2]

The blood-to-background CNR of SWS-HOP image,
CNRH is thus given by:

CNRH � CH/�nH � �CW � �CB�/��nW
2 � �2�nB

2 [A3]

Here, the CNR of the SH image is maximized under the
following condition:

�CNRH�/� � � � �CW�nB
2 � CB�nW

2 �/��nW
2 � �2�nB

2 �3/2

� 0 [A4]

When the denominator in Equation [A5] is not zero, the
optimal � satisfying Equation [A6], is given by:

�opt � � �CB/�nB
2 �/�CW/�nW

2 � [A5]

especially assuming that �nW 	 �nB 	 �n, Equation [A3]
and Equation [A7] can be written as:

CNRH � �CW � �CB�/���1 � �2��n� [A6]

�opt � � CB/CW [A7]

Equation [A6] can also be rewritten by using the ratio to
the blood-to-background CNR of WB, CNRW 	 CW/�n, as:

CNRH/CNRW � �1 � �CB/CW�/���1 � �2�� [A8]

In summary, the CNR concerning the contrast between
the blood vessel and the peripheral tissue in the weighted
difference image of the two kinds of original images, is
maximized when � is equal to a value that has inverted the
sign of the ratio of the CNRs concerning the contrast be-
tween the blood vessel and the peripheral tissue in each of
the two kinds of original images. When the subject is
imaged with the same coil and with the same receiver gain
and when the SWS method is applied, the above Equation
[A6] and Equation [A7] were satisfied.

In contrast, when the frequency-weighted subtraction
(FWS) method with LSI filters of HW.fil(k) and HB.fil(k) is
applied, the blood-to-background contrasts for WB and BB
are modified respective to CW.fil and CB.fil, and the ratios of
noise SD to the standard filter for SWS of Hst(k) respec-
tively become:

�nW�fil/�nW � �HW�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk,

and

�nB�fil/�nB � �HB�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk [A9]

where the shapes of the filters are assumed to be circular
(2D) or spherically (3D) symmetrical and the aliasing ef-
fects are ignored. Then, CNRH for FWS processing (sub-
traction using filtered data: SH 	 SW.fil-SB.fil) becomes:

CNRH � �CW�fil � CB�fil�/� ���nW�fil
2 � �nB�fil

2

� �CW�fil � CB�fil�/� � ��nW � �HW�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk�2

� ��nW � �HB�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk�2 �
[A10]

especially, when �nW 	 �nB 	 �n, Equation [A10] will
become:

CNRH �

�CW�fil � CB�fil�/��n� ��HW�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk�2

� ��HB�fil�k�dk/�Hst�k�dk�2 � [A11]

Note that, in Equation [A10] or Equation [A11], although
the noise term in the denominator is enhanced, the con-
trast term of the numerator is further enhanced, especially
in smaller vessels compared with the SWS method when
there is the same zero-frequency gain combination be-
tween WB and BB.
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